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Amplifying DNA, One Droplet at a Time
Droplet digital PCR is helping to advance complex products—from gene therapies to customized cancer drugs.
It was nearly 40 years ago that biochemist and Nobel
Laureate Kary Mullis developed the DNA replication
technique known as polymerase chain reaction (PCR),
now the most widely used method in molecular biology.
One cannot emphasize enough how PCR has changed
the dynamics of lab work, particularly in the areas of
forensics, cancer, genetic disorders, and infectious
diseases. PCR enables us to amplify the errant sequences
associated with the diseases and without it we would not
be able to develop the gene therapies that have taken the
field of large molecule drugs by storm.
Before PCR came along, the only way to produce
multiple copies of a gene was to clone the DNA—a timeconsuming process involving inserting a gene of interest
into living bacterial cells and replicating the gene along
with the DNA during the division and replication process.
PCR changed that dynamic but the Wow Factor hasn’t
stopped there. Researchers continue to find new and
innovative applications for PCR, and new iterations of the
technology. The most powerful approach is droplet digital
PCR (the subject of this blog).
Droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) is a form of digital PCR that
works like conventional PCR except that it partitions DNA
samples into thousands of separate reaction chambers.
The “droplet” comes from the method used—a wateroil emulsion that divides samples into 20,000 droplets.
PCR amplification occurs in every droplet and the
compartments that end up containing the target molecule
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complete the PCR and read “positive” while the ones
containing no DNA register as negative. This is where the
term digital comes in, as it is a yes or no answer, or 0-1.
Unlike chromatography or ligand binding assays where
the intensity of a signal is measured in parallel with
calibration curves, ddPCR gives the means to count
the absolute number of DNA or RNA molecules in each
sample, theoretically making the test more precise and
sensitive.

Assessing the viral vectors in a gene therapy
Gene therapies—which involve the transfer of genetic
material, usually a carrier or vector, and the introduction
of the gene into the appropriate cells—is one of the
biggest areas for ddPCR, though many labs still use the
conventional PCR method.
One key area for ddPCR is in assessing the biodistribution
of the viral vectors used to chauffeur gene therapies
into cells. When treating an animal or human with a viral
vector-based gene therapy, it’s important to quantify the
amount of vector remaining in the tissue because if the
concentration of virus is too high it might cause harm, and
if it is too little the gene therapy might not work.
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When it comes to cell therapies, ddPCR also has value.
Some cell therapies involve a sort of directed mutation
where a pool of cells is taken from a patient and modified
to give them therapeutic properties. These cell therapies
can be then readministered to the same patient. What is
interesting about ddPCR is that the cell therapy can be
better characterized because the percentages of cells that
have been modified can be easily determined.

What do regulatory authorities say about ddPCR?
Science often moves faster than regulations, and PCR
applications are no exception. While regulatory authorities
do recognize that PCR is the most adequate technique for
assessing biodistribution for gene and cell therapies, they
do not distinguish which type of PCR is best and there
are no specific requirements that specify which method
to use. What is important is harmonization of systems to
ensure consistent results.
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